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Abstract
Video data image compression is now essential for application such as storage and
transmission in image sequence. This paper proposes a new lifting scheme wavelet-
based transform for compressed the data image more over is used to improve the
quality of the resulted decompressed image. Also a new adaptive motion estimation
technique was produce.
Keyword: video image compression, motion estimation, Wavelet transformation,
lifting scheme, compression ratio, Quality measurement.
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.ضغط بیانات الصور الفدیویة من الاساسیات في تطبیقات الخزن والارسال في حقـل معالجـة الـصور المتلاحقـة

اضـافة الـى ذلـك .في هذا البحث قـدمت طریقـة مختـصرة لتحویلـة الموجـة المـصغرة فـي ضـغط الـصور المتلاحقـة

.كذلك قدمت طریقة مطورة وجدیدة لتخمین الحركة.تحسین جودة الصورة المسترجعة

Introduction:-
Image compression maps an original image

into a bit stream suitable for storage or
transmission over suitable channel in a digital
medium, such as multimedia communication,
integrated services digital network(ISDN),
video conferencing, storage of medical image
,archiving of finger prints and transmission of
remote sensing . Then purpose of compression is
to code the image data into compact form,
minimizing both the number of bits in the

representation and the distortion caused by the
compression[1].

Wavelet Transform:-
Wavelet transform (WT) represent an image

as a sum of wavelet function (wavelet) with
different location and scale. And decomposition
of an image into wavelet involves a pair of
waveforms: (1)high frequencies corresponding
to the detailed part of an image(wavelet
function) (2)Low frequencies or smooth parts of
an image (scaling function)[2] .
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Figure 1: Tow dimensional wavelet Transform

Fast Wavelet Transform:-
The DWT matrix is not sparse in general, so

we face the same complexity, by fast DWT into
a product of few matrices using self-similarity
properties.

The need for improvement of wavelet comes
from a short coming that is inherent because of
its construction. Second generation wavelet
named when the concept of lifting was
introduced [1].

Wavelet Transform by Lifting Scheme:-
Lifting scheme is a rather new method for

constructing wavelet. The main different with
the classical construction is that it does not rely
on the Fourier transform. The basic idea behind
Lifting Scheme is very simple; one tries to use
the correlation in the data to remove redundancy
[2].

Lifting steps is a technique to construct
Wavelet filters into basic building blocks.
(Figure 2) shows the Lifting scheme transform
[3, 4].

Figure 2: The lifting scheme transform

Where si(z) (primary lifting steps) and ti(z) (dual
lifting steps) are filters and K is a constant.

As this factorization is not unique, several
{si(z)}, {ti(z)} and K are admissible[3].

Motion Estimation (ME)
(ME) is one of the most important and

computationally expensive part of a video
encoded and it used to reduce the temporal
redundancy between adjacent frame in video
sequence. One of the most adopted ME
techniques is Block Matching(BM).This
technique divides each frame in square shaped
block, called Macroblock (MBs), and treats as
basic ME units[5].

Adaptive search for motion estimation
technique (ASMET):-

A frame is subdivided as a raster of non over
lapping block with size of 16x16 pixels each,
called Macro block (MB).
The MB is processed in the raster scan order for
motion estimation. The two components (i.e
horizontal and vertical coordinates) of the
motion vector of each MB is coded differentially
with respect to the corresponding component of
the predicted vector.

The predicted vector is the median of the
three spatial neighborhood motion vector that
are already determined. In proposed algorithm,
we make use of the distribution of the same
three neighborhood motion vector for the dual
purposes increasing the search speed and
reducing the time search [5, 7, 8].
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Frame types:-
The basic principle for video compression is

the image-to-image prediction. The first image
is called an I-frame and is self- contained,
having no dependency outside of that image.
The following frames may use part of the first
image as a reference. An image that is predicted
from one reference image is called a p-frame
and an image that is bidirectionally predicted
from two reference images is called a B-frame.

1. I-frames : Intra predicted, self- contained.
2. P-frames: Predicted from last I or P

reference frame.
3. B-frames : Bidirectional; predicted from

two references one in the past and one in
the future, and thus out of order decoding
is needed.

The video decoder restores the video by
decoding the bit stream frame by frame.
Decoding must always start with an I-frame,
which can be decoded independently, while P-
and B- frames must be decoded together with
current reference images [5, 7, 8].

Figure 4: Illustration above how atypical sequence
with I-, B-, and p frame may look. Note that a p-

frame may only reference a preceding I-or P-
frame while a B-frame may both preceding and

succeeding I-and P-frames.
The IBP frame model is a new feature of video
coding .It is consists of three picture (one I-picture
and B-picture) and the P-picture are predicted from
previous decoded(I).The B-picture are by
directionally predicted both from the previous
decoded (I) and P-picture .This B= I + p/2.

Where F(i,j) represents an (m×n) macro block
within the current frame, G(i,j) represent the
corresponding macro block within reference
frame (past or future), (dx,dy) a vector
representing the search location.

Experimental results
The new efficient wavelet image

compression using Lifting scheme is applied to
gray girl the image size (128x128) and reference
block size is (8x8) pixel. The compression is
performed using the visual basic .Also was
applied adaptive search for motion Estimation
technique .We will show the usefulness of the
motion estimation in interframe compression. In
performance tests of the proposed algorithm
apply DWT and (ASMET) the numerical result
illustrate in following figures. The (Figure 4)
represent the origin (girl) images (I), (p) and
there when we apply wavelet transform (lifting
scheme) with second level. (Figure 5) represent
reconstruction images (I) and (P). (Figure 6)
represent The Reconstruction Images when we
apply Adaptive search for motion estimation
technique and show the number of block
different between (I) and(P) frame when we
used cost function (MAD) and (MSD).
(Figure 7) represented the frames (I), (B) and (I)
respectively.
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Figure 5: represent (I) and (P) and there when we apply (WT)lifting scheme

Figure 6: represented the reconstruction image (I) and (P)

Figure 7: represented the reconstruction image (I) and (P) Then no. of block different when we apply
(ASMET) (MSD, Th.4)
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Figure 8: represented the reconstruction image (I) and (P) Then no. of block different when we apply
(ASMET) (MAD, Th.4 )

Figure 9: represented the images (I), (B), (P) respectively

Table 1: result of apply DWT comp. ratio (I) = 5 PSNR for (I) frame = 26.5
PSNR (P)PSNR (B)Over all

comp. ratio
No. of
block

change

Tim of
search

threshold

25.623.2151050.324 (MAD)
25.623.217990.148 (MAD)
25.623.218750.1212 (MAD)
24.122.5201050.324 (MSD)
24.122.518960.148 (MSD)
24.122.517780.1212 (MSD)

Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the necessity

of wavelet transform (lifting scheme) in video
image compression techniques. The
performance of the algorithm is based on quality
of image reconstructed image and compression
factor the result show good value obtain . And
also contain Adaptive search for motion
estimation technique (ASMET)
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